
 
 

Year 3 Weekly Update 

Date: 1.11.19 

This week, Year 3 began their new text in English ‘The Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes. 
They began their learning surrounding this story by acting as detectives to 
investigate a ‘crime scene’. The children went outside and were faced with evidence 
provided by the ‘police’ who patrolled a beach. The evidence included the outline of 
a humungous body and scraps of metal. The children used their understanding of 
the text so far to make predictions about what could have happened to this ‘Iron 
Man’, discussing how he could have fallen off the cliff. Following this, they wrote up 
reports, describing the size of the Iron Man and the metal that he was made of. The 
children will be building on these reports over the next week, developing their 
description to re-write the opening to the Iron Man story.  
 
Also, this week the children began to explore this term’s 
topic of ‘Tolerance and Social Justice’. The class will be 
exploring this through a history study of the Stone Age to 
the Iron Age, with a focus on children’s lives at this time. 
To introduce their learning to this, the children spent their 
first lesson analysing sources to see what they could learn 
about this time period. The children were given a series of 
photographs of cave paintings and spent the lesson 
discussing what they could see and what this told 
them about this time period.  
 
Inspired by this source work, on Friday, the 
children took part in an art day where they had to 
become Stone Age cave painters. Using their 
knowledge that the people in the Stone Age could 
only use natural resources, the children began the 
practical activity by crushing chalk and charcoal 
down to a powder, which were then mixed with 
water to be used for paint. Following this, the 
children were given a range of tools to use, 
including sticks, leaves and feathers which they 
could use to paint with. In the classroom, the children 
practised their skills, drawing out some of the key 
designs that were found in Stone Age cave paintings. 
They then had the opportunity to crawl into a ‘cave’, 
which was backed with cardboard, where they then were 
able to experience painting designs onto the walls in 
dimmer lighting.  
 

 



 
Questions to ask your child: 

• Who was the Iron Man and what happened to him? 

• What did the Stone Age people use to paint with? 

• What did you learn about the Stone Age?  

 

Spellings: 

he children will be asked to add -ed on to these words, remembering when to 

double the consonant, just add -ed or -d. 

Strum, grab, strap, squash, trash, group, waste, stroke, crave, bounce. 

 

Due 8th November.  

 

 

Star of the week: Maddy ☺  

Presentation award: Emilie ☺  


